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I. China

A. Draft Labor Contract Law

On March 20, 2006, the National People's Congress of the People's Republic of China (PRC) issued the initial draft Labor Contracts Law for public comment (the Draft Law).¹ The Draft Law reiterates many of the basic requirements of the existing PRC Labor Law² with respect to labor contracts and provides several significant changes in favor of employees. For instance, the Draft Law contains provisions favoring open-ended labor contracts over fixed-term contracts;³ providing that in the event of multiple interpretations of an issue, the interpretation favoring the employee shall prevail;⁴ and granting labor unions the apparent power to veto an employer's proposed employment-related rules.⁵ The Draft Law also includes significant changes concerning non-compete provisions,⁶ penalties for unlawful termination,⁷ and restrictions on secondment arrangements.⁸

² Labor Law (promulgated by Order No. 28 of the President of the P.R.C., July 5, 1994, effective Jan. 1, 1995) (P.R.C.) [hereinafter PRC Labor Law].
³ See Draft Law, supra note 1, at arts. 9, 31, 33, 39.
⁴ See id. art. 10.
⁵ See id. arts. 5, 51.
⁶ See id. art. 16.
⁷ See id. art. 42.
⁸ See id. arts. 12, 24, 41.
The Draft Law has attracted considerable attention and comment, both positive and negative. From an employer's standpoint, many foreign investors have expressed the concern that the Draft Law may negatively affect China's investment environment by increasing labor costs. The Draft Law is expected to be enacted in 2007.

B. THREE-YEAR ACTION PLAN TO PROMOTE LABOR CONTRACT SYSTEM

On March 31, 2006, the Three-Year Action Plan to Promote the Labor Contract System (the Plan) came into effect. The Plan was jointly promulgated by China's Ministry of Labor and Social Security, the All-China Federation of Trade Unions, China Enterprise Confederation, and China Enterprise Directors Association. The Plan establishes the following targets for employers complying with the requirement to enter into written employment contracts with their employees: 80 percent of employers in compliance by 2006; 90 percent of employers in compliance by 2007; and 100 percent compliance by 2009. The Plan also proposes to accelerate the legislative process of the Draft Law and to more strictly enforce the requirement that every employer file employment information with the local labor authorities.

C. JUDICIAL INTERPRETATION ON LABOR DISPUTE

On August 14, 2006, the Supreme Court of the PRC released the Second Interpretation on the Application of Law in Labor Disputes (the Second Interpretation). According to the Second Interpretation, the sixty-day statute of limitations for a party to initiate an employment arbitration after the occurrence of a labor dispute under the PRC Labor Law may be tolled if the party can prove that within the sixty-day period: (i) it has claimed rights towards the other party; (ii) it has sought remedies from the relevant authorities; or (iii) the other party has agreed to perform its obligation. The sixty-day period will begin again once the other party expressly refuses to perform its obligations or the relevant authority releases its decision or expressly refuses to take the case. The Second Interpretation took effect on October 1, 2006.


14. See PRC Labor Law, supra note 2, at art. 82.
II. Denmark

A. Employee Stock Options

In 2006, the Danish Maritime and Commercial Court issued a number of important decisions addressing the administration of stock option plans and other equity awards. In particular:

- The Maritime and Commercial Court found that employees who were granted stock options prior to the enactment of the Danish Stock Option Act are not entitled to holiday allowances or severance pay based on the value of their stock options. This ruling has been appealed to the Supreme Court.

- In another ruling, the Maritime and Commercial Court considered whether the right of Intel Denmark ApS employees to their options may lapse as a consequence of laches. The Court found that such right did not lapse. The employees waited a year and a half from the termination of their employment relationships to claim their right. This ruling has been appealed to the Supreme Court.

- The Maritime and Commercial Court also considered whether a yearly allotment of an equity award to an employee may be conditional on an employee's not having received notice of termination of employment. In *Jyske Bank*, the Court considered two types of employee stock plans: (i) free allotment of stock to all employees regardless of the employees' individual performances and (ii) offering of stock at a favorable price. The Court found the stock allotted under the first plan to be part of the employees' salaries, subject to the Salaried Employees Act Section 17a. Thus, the above condition was declared null and void, and the employee had a right to a prorated share of the stock allotment for the year of termination. The Court, however, declared the second plan not subject to the Salaried Employees Act Section 17a, as participation in the plan was voluntary and involved substantial investment by the employees.

B. The Act on the Transfer of Undertakings

On May 28, 2006, the Danish Maritime and Commercial Court rendered a ruling that broadened the scope of the Act on the Transfer of Undertakings, the Danish national legislation implementing the European Union Transfer of Undertakings Directive. Under this ruling, transactions that are subject to this Act now include simultaneous trans-
fer of employees and assets to several cooperating parties, even if each such party does not receive a coherent economic unit. The ruling has been appealed to the Supreme Court.

III. European Union

Two legislative proposals were introduced to the European Commission in 2006. The first, introduced on February 21, 2006, is an amended proposal for a regulation on the law applicable to non-contractual obligations. The second, introduced on November 6, 2006, is a proposal to codify Council Directive 80/987/EEC on the protection of employees in the event of the insolvency of their employer. In addition, the key European Court decisions in the field of employment law in 2006 are outlined below.

A. Disability Discrimination

The European Court of Justice (ECJ) has confirmed that sickness is not in itself a prohibited ground of discrimination and that a person dismissed for sickness is not protected by the disability provisions of the Equal Treatment Framework Directive. The ECJ ruled that "disability" refers to a limitation that results in particular from physical, mental, or psychological impairments, hinders the participation of the person concerned in professional life, and is likely to last for a long time.

B. Equal Pay

Cadman v. Health & Safety Executive24 is perhaps the European case of the year. In Cadman, the claimant discovered that she was earning less than four male colleagues on the same grade because the men had longer terms of service, and pay was assessed (in part) on length of service. She claimed this was discriminatory and breached European equal pay law because the pay scheme disproportionately affected women. The ECJ (rejecting the Opinion of the Advocate General) ruled that an employer does not generally have to provide specific proof that experienced staff perform their job duties better than less-experienced staff and are thus entitled to higher pay. Employers, therefore, now have the freedom to use length of service as a criterion in pay scales without the fear of sex discrimination claims. However, the Court went on to say that there may be cases where the employee raises "serious doubts" as to whether the length of service criterion achieves the objective of rewarding experience, thus leaving the door open to future claims. It is also possible that the legality of such pay structures may soon be challenged under new laws on age discrimination that are being introduced throughout Europe.

C. Rolled-Up Holiday Pay

Pursuant to the European Union Working Time Directive (the Directive), workers are entitled to at least four weeks of paid holiday leave per year. Some employers who pay their employees by the hour or the day attribute a proportion of an employee's pay to

holiday pay, rather than pay the employees when they actually take their holiday leave. This practice is known as "rolling up" holiday pay.

In the case of Robinson-Steele v. PD Retail Services Ltd, the claimant argued that rolled-up holiday pay constitutes a payment in lieu of holiday, which contravenes the Directive. The respondent argued that the Directive does not require holiday to be made at any particular time or in any particular way. The European Court held that the practice of rolling-up holiday pay is unlawful and stated that the Directive:

... precludes the payment for minimum annual leave ... from being made in the form of part payments staggered over the corresponding annual period of work and paid together with the remuneration for work done, rather than in the form of a payment in respect of a specific period during which the worker actually takes leave.

However, the European Court went on to state that this did not, provided that the payment is transparent and comprehensible, preclude an employer from being able to set-off rolled-up holiday pay against actual payment for specific leave taken by the worker. In reality, the practice of rolling up holiday pay may therefore continue to be operated by some employers.

IV. France

A. Major Legislative Reforms

In 2006, after a failed attempt to introduce a new type of employment contract, a "first-job contract" (contrat première embauche, or CPE), broadly modeled after the "new hiring contract" (contrat nouvelles embauches, or CNE), the French government issued Decree 2006-1070 that now permits "senior fixed-term contracts" (contrat durée déterminée senior, or CDD senior). This contract is for an eighteen-month term that can be renewed once and is available for job seekers over fifty-seven years of age. In a country where fixed-term employment is otherwise greatly restricted, senior fixed-term contracts are intended to introduce flexibility in the labor markets with the hope of reducing unemployment.

Law 2006-340 introduced new provisions aimed at achieving equal pay for men and women with the following requirements:

• Elimination of wage discrepancies between men and women by the end of 2010 and requiring mandatory annual wage negotiations to implement measures to achieve this end.
• Reconciliation of employment and parenthood by guaranteeing both changes in the salary structure and an equal right to paid vacation for persons on maternity/adoption leave.

26. Id.
B. Case Law Developments

1. Redundancy

On January 11, 2006, in a major decision regarding the French Yellow Pages (arrêt Pages Jaunes), the Cour de Cassation, France's highest court, ruled that a company can justify a redundancy based on anticipation of foreseeable economic difficulties due to technological changes that would adversely affect employment, even if the company is not experiencing any economic hardship at the time of the redundancy. On May 31, 2006, however, the Cour de Cassation clarified this standard by stating that, in the absence of any of the statutory grounds for a redundancy, a company cannot justify a redundancy without a threat to its competitiveness. In this case, the court found that the redundancy was only for the purpose of increasing the company's profit margin. On March 8, 2006, the Conseil d'État, France's Administrative Supreme Court, confirmed this view by ruling that a reorganization leading to redundancies cannot be motivated by a downturn in economic activity and search for increased productivity.

Two District Courts, the Nanterre and Paris District Courts, also recently ruled that the implementation of forward-looking labor force and competence management measures (gestion prévisionnelle de l'emploi et des compétences) was a precondition to a redundancy. The implementation of these measures provides evidence that a company seeking to initiate a redundancy has anticipated changes in its needs in terms of skills and headcount. In the two cases, the Courts ordered companies to implement these measures prior to engaging into the information and consultation procedure leading to economic redundancy.

2. Whistleblowing

On October 9, 2006, the Lyon District Court upheld the validity of a whistleblowing system created by a local subsidiary of German agro-chemical Bayer CropScience for the purpose of complying with the U.S. Sarbanes-Oxley Act. The whistleblowing system was found to be in compliance with the Data Protection Authority's (Commission Nationale de l'Informatique et des Libertés) December 8, 2005, guidance on the grounds that: it is intended as an optional system that can only be used for legitimate interests (accountancy matters, financial control, and fight against corruption); the identity of the whistleblower...
is kept confidential; and the person implicated has a right to access and correct the data collected.

V. Germany

A. New Problems with the Transfer of Undertakings

A decision by the European Court of Justice from December 2005 is brewing up a storm and is leaving the national legal positions on restructuring and outsourcing in a more blurred state than ever before.37 The decision in the Güney-Göres case relates to section 613a of the German Civil Code.38 Section 613a governs the rights and obligations of employers and employees during the transfer of an undertaking, and the statute provides that the new owner of a business that has been acquired through a legal transaction assumes the same rights and obligations that the previous owner had under the existing contracts of employment.39 This statutorily-prescribed assumption of rights and obligations already posed considerable employment law risks for external service providers as well as for buyers and sellers of businesses and parts of businesses. The decision of the European Court of Justice in Güney-Göres has not improved this situation.

Prior to the ECJ's decision, one way in which businesses had sought to avoid some of the more onerous employment law aspects of transferring an undertaking was through the law relating to external contracts and the renewal of contracts. For example, until now, the German Federal Employment Court has held that when a service provider is directed to use resources that are to be surrendered to him by the instructing party, a transfer of undertaking would only take place if the resources were surrendered for the exclusive economic use of the external appointed party. Only if the resources had been surrendered for stand-alone use at the external contractor's own risk and on his account would the resources be apportioned to that party and accepted as a transfer of undertaking.40

Following the Güney-Göres decision, it is no longer possible to avoid the legal consequences of a transfer of undertaking by using a form of contract that excludes the use of resources in the appointed external party's own economic commercial interests. Instead, from now on every service provided in relation to resources owned by the appointing party runs the risk of being a transfer of undertaking. For the appointed party, the new case law can lead to the unintentional and sometimes costly takeover of personnel. The instructing party runs the risk of unintentionally losing a valuable employee to the appointed party who generally does not want to take on the employee in question. Greater vigilance is urgently required from both sides, especially in the case of outsourcing.

38. Section 613a of the German Civil Code has been applicable in its current version since April 1, 2002, and was last amended on March 23, 2002. See Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch [BGB] [Civil Code] Apr. 1, 2002, Bundesgesetzblatt, Teil I [BGBl. I] 1163, as amended, § 613a.
40. This jurisprudence is based on the so-called Catering-Decision of the Federal Employment Court from Dec. 11, 1997, 8 AZR 426/94, 1998 NJW 2549.
VI. Hong Kong

The Race Discrimination Bill (the Bill) was published on December 1, 2006, and provides for the protection of minority groups in Hong Kong. The term “race” is defined as the race, color, descent, national origin, or ethnic origin of a person. This definition is consistent with the definition internationally adopted under the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, but it does not include discrimination on the basis of nationality, citizenship, resident status, length of stay, or indigenous villager status.

Under the Bill, “discrimination” refers to both direct and indirect discrimination. Direct discrimination occurs when a person treats another person less favorably than he or she would treat other persons of a different race in similar circumstances. Indirect discrimination occurs when a person imposes a requirement or condition that applies to everyone but puts people of a certain racial group at a particular disadvantage (because, for example, they are less likely to meet the requirement or condition) and that requirement or condition cannot be justified by reasons unrelated to race. Because proving indirect discrimination may not always be straightforward, two alternative tests have been introduced to help gauge whether indirect discrimination has occurred: a “rationality and proportionality” test and a “reasonable and practicable” test.

Other unlawful acts under the Bill include racial harassment and racial vilification. Serious vilification, involving threatening physical harm or inciting others to threaten physical harm, is a criminal offense. The definition of “racial harassment” has been expanded to include situations in which a person makes the environment of work, study, or training hostile or intimidating for another person because of that person’s race.

The Bill proscribes six areas of activities in which racial discrimination and harassment are rendered unlawful, and these provisions bind both the Government and the private sector. The six areas are: (1) employment; (2) education; (3) provision of goods, facilities, services, and premises; (4) election and appointment to public bodies; (5) pupilage and tenancy by, and instruction to, barristers; and (6) membership of and access to clubs.

VII. Japan

A. Enactment of Labor Tribunal Law

The Labor Tribunal Law, which came into force on April 1, 2006, prescribes a new industrial tribunal system designed to settle individual labor disputes in a speedy, professional, and flexible manner suitable for individual situations. The industrial tribunal system is applied only to individual labor disputes, including disputes concerning termination of employment, non-renewal of a fixed term employment contract, and disputes relating to wages and retirement allowance/severance. An industrial tribunal committee, consisting of two experts with special knowledge and experience in labor-related issues and one professional judge, tries a case within three sessions and works towards solution by mediation (chotei) or settlement (wakai).

41. The bill was published on Dec. 1, 2006, in Legal Supplement No. 3 at C778.
42. Labor Tribunal Law, No. 45 (2004).
43. See Labor Tribunal Law, No. 45 (2004), §§ 7, 8, 9, 15-2.
As the trial period is very short, the first trial session, where more of the substantial facts of a dispute are examined, is extremely important—the outcome of a case depends on whether each party can present effective allegations and verifications at this session.44 The first trial date occurs within forty days after the date of filing, and an answer is required to be submitted seven to ten days before the actual trial date.45 Unlike a formal litigation procedure, this system mainly adopts oral arguments, and each of the parties are allowed to make written allegations only once, in the petition or answer. Thus, prompt, adequate, and thorough preparation for trial early on is required of each party.

If no objection is filed within two weeks of a decision rendered by the committee, the decision becomes final and binding and has the same effect as a judgment rendered by a court.46 However, if an objection is filed, the decision will lose its effect, and the normal litigation process will begin.

B. AMENDMENT TO THE LAW CONCERNING THE STABILIZATION OF EMPLOYMENT OF THE AGED

The amendment to the Law Concerning the Stabilization of Employment of the Aged came into force on April 1, 2006.47 The main objective of the amendment is to ensure continuous employment until age sixty-five and improve the age-sixty mandatory retirement system that has been widely adopted by Japanese companies to date.

The amendment contemplates three options available to employers to ensure continuous employment: (1) extension of the mandatory retirement age from sixty to sixty-five; (2) abolishment of mandatory retirement; and (3) introduction of a re-employment system.48

If the re-employment system is adopted, an employer can maintain the age-sixty mandatory retirement system, as long as it rehires sixty-year-old employees who desire to remain employed until age sixty-five.49 If a written agreement with the labor union or with a representative of the employees is executed, an employer can screen employees who will be rehired.50 The objective and specific criteria for screening of employees must be prescribed by the agreement and include criteria such as ability and intention, work attitude (attendance, absenteeism), health, performance, and experience (based on performance evaluations).51 This approach seems to be the most practicable and workable for employers.

Adoption of any of the options requires an employer to amend its work rules and notify the same to the labor standards office.52

44. See Jitsumu Kaisetsu, 90 Lexis Kigyou Houritsu, Sept. 2006 No. 9.
45. See Labor Tribunal Regulation (Supreme Court Regulation No. 2 (2005)), § 13.
46. See Labor Tribunal Law, No. 45 (2004), §§ 21, 22.
48. Id. § 9-1 (2006 amendment).
49. Id.
50. Id. § 9-2 (2006 amendment).
52. See Labor Standards Law, No. 49 (1947), §89-3.
VIII. Spain

A. Reform of the Spanish Employment Act

On June 9, 2006, a new law53 entered into effect to regulate certain measures intended to improve the growth of the employment sector. This law focuses on improving employment sectors that require a high level of protection by promulgating some of the following measures: (i) encouraging the hiring of employees for an indefinite period by deeming employees hired for a fixed-term period of more than twenty-four months within a thirty-month period as permanent employees;54 (ii) enhancing the certainty of the definition of "illegal body lending," which prevents companies from employing individuals who are then placed at the disposal of a third company, unless the company is registered as a Temporary Work Agency;55 and (iii) setting forth the right of a contractor's employees to consult with the employees' representatives of the contracting company if the contractor has no employee representative.56

B. Regulation of Subcontracting Activities in the Construction Industry

A new law aimed at regulating subcontracting activities in the construction and building industry has been enacted57 and will enter into force on April 19, 2007. This law provides some minimum requirements that subcontracted building companies must meet in order to participate in a building site. These requirements are meant not only to avoid the illegal transfer of employees, a usual practice in the building industry, but also to improve the application of Health and Safety at Work measures and to reduce the number of accidents at work. The new law expressly regulates the amount of subcontracting that can be carried out at every building site in order to control the number of companies carrying out services at each building site.58 In this sense, the law also regulates the coordination measures that must be complied with among the subcontracting companies to avoid and reduce accidents in the building and construction sites.59

C. New Proposal for Equal Treatment

The Spanish Parliament is currently studying a proposal that would establish new measures to improve the equal treatment of women and men.60 This proposal sets forth certain measures to ensure, among other things, the equal participation of women in the management of companies by means such as requiring a minimum percentage of female participation in company boards of directors. The project's main objectives are to improve the presence of women in the workforce of companies, eliminate discriminatory

53. See Royal Decree 5/2006 (Spain) (regulating the growth of the employment sector).
54. Id. § 12.2.
55. Id. § 12.10.
56. Id. § 12.8.
57. See Act 33/2006 of Oct. 18, 2006 (Spain) (regulating the outsourcing activities in the building industry).
58. Id. § 5
59. Id. §§ 7, 8, 9.
60. See Proposal of Law 121/000092 for the Equal Treatment of Women and Men (Spain).
trends, and ensure the application of equal opportunities policies. The proposal seeks the equal treatment of women and men not only in the private labor market but in public administration as well.

D. Participation of Employees in European Companies

On October 18, 2006, the Spanish law on implementation of the EC Regulation 2157/2001, which regulates the involvement of employees in European public limited companies, took effect.61 The law includes a specific regulation to create a Works' Council, which will represent employees' interests in European Companies when a European Company is incorporated in Spain.

E. Recent Case Law on Use of Corporate Email by the Unions

The Spanish Constitutional Court has recently ruled62 that the use of email by unions to inform their members and the rest of the workforce about union-related activity is considered part of the constitutional right of union freedom. Consequently, when a company expressly provides an email server as a business tool for the entire workforce, the company cannot block the receipt of emails sent by unions to employees.

IX. United Kingdom

A. Age Discrimination

Easily, the most significant development in U.K. employment law during 2006 was the introduction of age discrimination laws. The U.K. Employment Equality (Age) Regulations 2006 (Age Regulations),63 which came into force on October 1, 2006, implement the age-related provisions in Council Directive 2000/78/EC, the European Directive establishing a general framework for equal treatment in employment and occupation. The Age Regulations' more significant features are as follows:

- The Age Regulations prohibit direct discrimination, indirect discrimination, harassment, and victimization on grounds of age. Victimization arises where an employee is subjected to less favorable treatment because he or she has asserted rights under the Age Regulations or assisted another person to do so.64
- Employers may be able to justify both direct and indirect discrimination where the discriminatory act or omission is a "proportionate means of achieving a legitimate aim."65
- "Harassment" is defined under the Age Regulations as unwanted conduct, on grounds of age, which has the purpose or effect of violating an individual's dignity

---

61. See Law 31/2006 of Oct. 18, 2006, which regulates the involvement of employees in European public limited companies.
63. SI 2006/1031 (The Employment Equality (Age) Regulations 2006).
64. Id. at reg. 4.
65. Id. at reg. 3(1).
or creating an intimidating, hostile, degrading, humiliating or offensive environment for the individual.  

- The use of the length of an employee's service to determine an award of benefits is permitted, although (in relation to employees with over five years of service) it must reasonably appear to the employer that the service criterion fulfills a business need. The examples of such a "business need" given in the Age Regulations are encouraging loyalty or motivation or rewarding the experience of some or all workers. There are specific rules in the Age Regulations on how five years of service should be calculated.

The Age Regulations will impact several different employment practices. Major changes relate to the issue of compulsory retirement, which was vigorously debated while the legislation was in its draft stages. Some observers, such as the U.K. charity Age Concern, consider compulsory retirement fundamentally inconsistent with the aims of age discrimination laws. Nevertheless, the Government has decided to retain the right of employers to retire employees, although a few important changes have been made to the rules:

- Employers will need to justify a normal retirement age (NRA) of below sixty-five as a proportionate means of achieving a legitimate aim; otherwise, the retirement will constitute age discrimination.
- Employers must follow a "duty to consider" procedure before retiring an employee.
- The upper age limit on unfair dismissal claims—currently set at the employer's NRA, or sixty-five if there is no NRA—will be removed.
- A retirement may be an unfair dismissal.

The Employment Equality (Age) (Amendment No. 2) Regulations 2006 came into force on December 1, 2006 and are aimed at clarifying the application of the Age Regulations to pension schemes.

B. TRANSFER OF UNDERTAKINGS

U.K. transfer laws have the effect of transferring the employment of employees engaged in a business "undertaking" where the operation of the undertaking is assumed by a third-party new employer. Such employee transfers frequently occur in asset sales or outsourcing situations. The long-awaited U.K. Transfer of Undertakings (Protection of Employment) Regulations 2006 (TUPE 2006) came into force on April 6, 2006.

TUPE 2006, which replaces the 1981 regulations, is intended to:

66. Id. at reg. 6.
67. Id. at reg. 32.
68. Id. at reg. 30(2).
69. Id. at sched. 6.
70. Id. at sched. 8.
71. Id. at reg. 30(3).
72. SI 2006/2931 (The Employment Equality (Age) (Amendment No. 2) Regulations 2006).
73. SI 2006/246 (The Transfer of Undertakings (Protection of Employment) Regulations 2006).
• address the uncertainty surrounding the application of TUPE in outsourcing, insourcing, and re-tendering exercises (“service provision changes”);
• improve the quality of information available to incoming contractors and other transferees (“employee liability information”);
• create joint and several liability for any failure to inform and consult appropriate representatives in relation to the transfer;
• clarify the circumstances in which transfer-related dismissals and changes to terms and conditions of employment will be legally effective; and
• reduce employment liabilities for those transferees involved in insolvency “rescue procedures.”

C. FAMILY LEAVE

The Work and Families Act 2006, and regulations made under it,74 make important changes to many family-friendly rights. Various provisions came into force on October 1, 2006, and will apply to women whose expected week of childbirth or date of adoption falls on or after April 1, 2007. The main changes include: (1) an extension of the period of statutory maternity pay, maternity allowance, and statutory adoption pay from twenty-six weeks to thirty-nine weeks;75 (2) an extension of “additional” maternity leave to all employees who already qualify for twenty-six weeks of “ordinary” maternity leave;76 and (3) the introduction of up to ten “keeping in touch” days for both female employees on maternity leave and adopters.77

X. UNITED STATES

A. CLARIFIED STANDARD FOR UNLAWFUL RETALIATION UNDER TITLE VII

The anti-retaliation provision of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Title VII)78 prohibits an employer from discriminating against an employee or job applicant that “opposed any practice” outlawed by Title VII or because such an individual “made a charge, testified, assisted, or participated in” a Title VII proceeding or investigation.79 Recently, the U.S. Supreme Court attempted to clarify the applicable test that a factfinder must use to judge the retaliatory nature of an employer’s conduct. The Court held that Title VII’s anti-retaliation provision “does not confine the actions and harms it forbids to those that are related to employment or occur at the workplace.”80 Under this newly articulated

74. SI 2006/2014 (The Maternity and Parental Leave etc. and the Paternity and Adoption Leave (Amendment) Regulations 2006); SI 2006/2236 (The Statutory Paternity Pay and Statutory Adoption Pay (General) and the Statutory Paternity Pay and Statutory Adoption Pay (Weekly Rates) (Amendment) Regulations 2006); SI 2006/2379 (The Statutory Maternity Pay, Social Security (Maternity Allowance) and Social Security (Overlapping Benefits) (Amendment) Regulations 2006).
75. See SI 2006/2379, reg. 3.
76. See SI 2006/2014, reg. 5.
77. Id. at regs. 9, 14.
78. Title VII is a federal anti-discrimination statute that prohibits employment discrimination based on a person’s “race, color, religion, sex, or national origin.” 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2(a).
79. Id. § 2000e-3(a).
standard, a plaintiff alleging retaliation must prove that "a reasonable employee would have found the challenged action materially adverse," and the employer's conduct "well might have 'dissuaded a reasonable worker from making or supporting a charge of discrimination.'"81

The Court also made clear that in determining whether an employer's conduct constitutes retaliation, the focus must rest on the "reasonable employee," because it is an objective standard for judging the harm caused by an employer's alleged actions that is "judicially administrable" and avoids the inherent difficulties and uncertainty of "a judicial effort to determine a plaintiff's unusual subjective feelings."82 The Court added a layer of complexity, however, by holding that "[c]ontext matters" when determining whether an employer's conduct constitutes retaliation.83 For example, the Court noted, while a work schedule change might not significantly impact "many workers," it could "matter enormously to a young mother with school age children."84

Justice Samuel A. Alito's concurring opinion focused on the possible practical problems with applying the majority's articulated standard. Most importantly, he found the "conception of a reasonable worker" to be unclear. Although the majority emphasized the importance of using an objective test to determine the extent to which an employer's alleged act harmed an employee (and, thus, to determine whether the act was "materially adverse"), the majority's example of the impact of a work schedule change on a young mother with small children injected into the analysis at least three "individual characteristics of the actual retaliation victim"—age, gender, and family responsibilities.85 As Justice Alito noted, such a commingling of an objectively-centered standard with specific individual attributes of the complainant could lead to uneven and inconsistent applications of this newly articulated standard.86 The concurrence also took issue with the majority's "loose and unfamiliar causation standard," opining that an analysis that asks whether an employer's act "well might have dissuaded" an employee from engaging in protected Title VII activity is unnecessarily complex.87

---

81. Id. at 2415 (internal quotations omitted).
82. Id.
83. Id.
84. Id.
85. Id. at 2421 (Alito, J., concurring).
86. See id.
87. Id. (emphasis in original).